That which you have been longing for
for some time
Has today actually happened!.
The most beautiful dream has come true
You are now a married couple.
We wish from the bottom of our hearts
That God’s blessing may rest on you both!
Let yourselves always be guided by Love.
Through good and bad times
always stand faithfully side by side
and so journey through your whole life together.
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Order of ceremony
§1
Whoever wishes to join in this Wedding Reception must first of all be present!

§2
The Ceremony begins with the delivery of the presents. After that anyone who wishes to
may leave the reception.

§3
Everyone is to appear in a cheerful mood. Sinister thoughts, grumpy faces, playing cards
and knitting musst be left at home.

§4
No one may eat more than he can force down with all his or her strength.

§5
One should treat all drinks as enemies who are to be completely wiped out.

§6
In order that everything is sure of being understood, there may not be more that five
speakers talking at the same time.

§7
Those who have a gift for singing is welcome to do so, growlers may also join in.

§8
Smoking is limited to hot food.

§9
Anyone who is drunk is to slide quietly under the table.

§10
It is vorbidden to use anyone residing under the table as a foot rest.

§11
Anyone making ironical remarks about the premarital life of the bridegroom
Should not expect to receive any further invitation before, at the earliest, the silver
Wedding.
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Central Bible Verse at the
Wedding Service

And now these
three remain: Faith, Hope and Love,
but the greatest of these is Love.
1Corinthians 13, v. 13
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Name:
Lisa Scheck
Born:
Without being indiscrete, yes!
Size:
Just right for Lisa
Age:
Ripe for marrying

Lisa

Hair:
When it at last appeared, almost black
Marital status:
See Sebastian!

Hobbies:
1. knitting, 2 bringing up an english-speaking cat, 3. fitness
Favourite food:
Anything made of chocolate. (cf. Hobby 3.)
Particular feature:
See last sentence on page 7!

1980, Lisa at the sea
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About Lisa

Sweet Black-Forest-Girl

6 month old and in
england for the first time

hard-working: Lisa helps making hay
8 years old

Lisa loves cats
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Quelle: Lisas Abi-Zeitung

You can be sure of one thing as far as Lisa is concerned – she always comes 5 minutes too late,
regularly driving her teachers to the brink of desperation. But with her friendly smile she always
manages to get out of trouble.
Her English background shows up vor example, when she starts chasing Prince Charles all over
Berlin, or in the lunch-break when she munches her peanut-butter sandwich. Unfortunately that
doesn’t give her a chance to show her excellent english table-manners, for which some people envy
her.Her knowledge of English, even including the right pronunciation leaves many tachers in
bewildered awe.
Although on the surface Lisa appears to be a very quiet person, one only has to sit next to her for
one lesson to know better.Especially in boring lessons, she can be the final rescue. Surprisingly
though she still manages to get good marks most of the time.
Alongside school Lisa concerns herself wth several things, mainly in caring for small children
(Sunday school, Camp,) These children throw themselves en masse in the school playground
(HELLOOOOO LIIIISAAAAA!!!): But also listens to the problems of people of her own age and always
tries to support them and give good advice.
Lisa’s musical taste, although she herself plays the cello, is not as conservative as you might at first
think. She also likes Christian rock-Musik, but her collection of worldly modern Music CDs is still quite
small, her circle of friends on the other hand is very big. Maybe that is why she is fully booked-up at
the weekend and takes so long to read her books.(especially fat tomes like “Jane Eyre”!
Since Lisa is a girl who thinks ahead, she knits socks in her free periods. Lately, she at last passed
her driving test, but still comes to school by bike.
With all her idiosyncracies, Lisa is simply very nice, and she even has the rare abilityof being able to
criticise without hurting people’s feelings. After the Abitur-Exams Lisa first plans to do a voluntary
social year. What comes after that is anyone’s guess.
Julia S. Anike, Claudia T.
PS. When Lisa (not: Elisabeth, Sabeth, Lisl, Elise, Elsa,Else, Elspeth, Liz Lizzy, Elisa, Elli, Betty,
Bethle, Beth, Bess, Lis, Liza, Eliza,….the name’s Scheck, Lisa Scheck) is not there, she’s in the
nearest place with running water!
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Born to be A
speech therapist
Breath through the nose please!

Deep-breathing exercises with Grandpa.

Speak louder please!

Relaxation exercises

Clench your teeth!

Whether this is right?
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And she can dance, too!
Playing cello for
Eddys confirmation

Barrè exercises with 7
month

Raise me up!

Carnival 1982
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Perfomance „La Fille mal gardee“
in december 1993

As long as we have dreams,
We live.
As long as we live
Give us the dreams hope.
As long as there is hope
We do not fear the future.
The future lies in our hands.
Let us not just dream it,
Let’s live it!

Lisa’s Solo
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O, wie lieblich
Oh, wie lieblich, o, wie schicklich sozusagen herzerquicklich
Ist es doch für eine Gegend, wenn zwei Leute, die vermögend,
Außerdem mit sich zufrieden, aber vom Geschlecht verschieden,
Wenn nun diese, sag' ich, ihre, dazu nötigen Papiere
Sowie die Haushaltssachen endlich mal in Ordnung machen
Und in Ehren und beizeiten hin zum Standesamte schreiten,
Wie es denen, welche lieben, vom Gesetze vorgeschrieben,
Dann ruft jeder freundlich: Gott sei Dank! Sie haben sich!
- Wilhelm Busch -
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Sebastian

Name:
Sebastian Richemeier
Born:
But of course
Size:
Just right for Sebastian
Age:
Marrying age
Hair:
A long time since it was last seen
Marital Status:
Madly in love
Favourite food:
Everything which Mama cooks

Hobbies:
Watching football, managing and commenting,
selling, drinking and piling up crates of any
kind of drink
Particular feature:
You can’t miss it!
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Born to be a
Drink Retailer

Who has ordered
the beer?

At the age of 6 month he
already held his flask
himself

Advertisement

Wanted: Cat-loving priest to conduct wedding for three.
Box 311276
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Sebastian and his sisters
With baby Uta

With his older sister
Andrea

Like this you haven’t seen
them very often ;-)

A man is only really
married, when he
understands every word
that his wife didn’t say.
Alfred Hitchcock
Together we’re
strong!
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Sebastian the
Trendsetter

He always had a good
feeling for fashion…

Macdonald’s Mosbach congratulate their particularly regular customers on getting married!
Your Special Gift-token for two McWedding Maxi Menus (0,5l Drinks 1 Menu of your choice,
Partydecorations, one “golden M” Neon-sign to hang in your home and many other surprises,
may be cashed by your next visit. On entering the restaurant shout loudly “We are married and
we love it” and keep shouting until one of our friendly service people tells you what to do next.
© 2008 McDonald's Deutschland
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Heilbronn’s “Best Wines, Spirits and Softdrinks Retailer 2008”
“Sebastian Richemeier is the
friendliest, most trustworthy and
helpful Drinks-Retailer in the whole
of the Heilbronn area.” His
customers don’t just say that, but
have recently given him their
approval in black and white. That
Herr
Richemeier’s
customercentred sales-method pays off, is
evident. His Chef reports, “The
profit made in Herr Richemeier’s
branch in Horkheim is well above
the average in our line of
business.”
“He was always good with money”,
says his sister,Andrea. “That was
already obvious when as children
we spent days playing Monopoly.
Our father had given us special
purses for the game, and we made
a lot of additional paper money
and also IOU-tickets for when we
borrowed money.”
Herr Richemeier still enjoys Games, eg. The Football League edition of Monopoly,
and apart from that we hear from his family and friends that he is a football fan ; an
enthusiastic supporter of Schalke 04.
However we hear from a well-informed source, that no longer drinks nor football take
the first place in Herr Richemeier’s heart, but rather his fiancée Lisa Scheck. The
couple are soon to be married, in a quiet Family Wedding.
We congratulate Sebastian Richemeier and his Bride on their marriage and on his
well- earned prize as Heilbronn’s “Best Wines, Spirits and Softdrinks Retailer
2008”. We wish them every happiness for their future, and that Schalke will be the
winners of this year’s Cup Final.
Herzblatt

An entry from Bettina R’s diary:

18.7.1981 - Now you are nearly 13 months old. Your
first birthday is already behind you. Yesterday you
took your first steps alone, and today you enjoyed
marching around the whole flat! A little bit more every
day! You are giving your parents so much joy! You’re
quite a wild fellow at times, but that’s how boys are. You
understand every word, including what you should not
do, but you try hard to distract us! You know where the
train runs and point to the balcony-door. You are a
really clever little boy!
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Lisa and Sebastian a never ending story
Once upon a time there lived a fair maiden named Lisa. She
lived in a middle-sized town in the beautiful country known as
Zabergau. She spent her time in studying diligently , making
music and singing in her parental home.
Some times she spent time with other likeminded, fun-loving
friends, and on one such occasion she became aquainted with
another young maiden. The following meeting with her was so
exceptionally enjoyable, that they decided to meet one another
more often.
Now it happened that this new friend, whose name was
Angelika, had the amazing good fortune of being in the same
school class as an extremely interesting youth. A friendship had
grown up between them which required very few words and was
firmer than many a verbally based relationship. Although
Angelika was a very busy person, she often paid a surprise visit to
her much treasured friend, Sebastian, who, as it happened, lived
in the same town as our delightful maiden, Lisa. Sebastian
never seemed to object to Angelika’s calling in unexpectedly.
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After tea one afternoon as the two fair maiden were looking for
some kind of amusement to while away the time, they decided to
spring a surprise visit on the aforementioned youth. They had
no idea what amazing happiness lay before them! Listening to
music together, Angelika soon became aware of the fact that she
was only acting as a kind of chaperone, for two people whose
future happiness was budding into blossom before her very eyes.
And so it was, that from an innocent “getting to know-you”
drop-in, the first steps were taken which would unltimately lead to
a life lived together in love.
May they both live happily ever after.
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Bettina Wendt

Sebastian
Richemeier

Ethel Brewer

Samuel Wallace
Colleen Wallace

Elsie Chant

Frederick Beard

Albrecht Scheck

David Beard

Maria Schweizer

Luise Lempenau

Gottlieb Schweizer

Friederike Widmaier
Karl Scheck

Wilhelm Scheck

Dora Langer
Dorothea Funke

Harry Wendt

Lutz Richemeier

Willy Funke

Ilse Motzek

Erich Wendt

Erna Pohlmann

Carl Haefke
Annelise Haefke

Helmut Richemeier

Pauline Schreiber

Wilhelm Richemeier

Family Tree

Mary Beard

Lisa Scheck

Richemeier - Scheck

Anzeige
C-c-c-can y-y-ou u-u-u-underst-st-st-stand
th-th-th-is
a-a-a-advert-t-t-ism-m-m-ment w-w-without any pr-pr-pr-problem?
Then this is for you! Cut out the Speech-therapist Token at the end of this
ad. And stutter cheerfully into
the Ansaphone of
Speech therapist Scheck – 0177-2035419
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Schalke-Gruss
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Rätsel
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7
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7
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8
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9
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4
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9
10

7
6 9

4

11
9

5

6
9

3
5

7

12
7

8

13

6
5

6

14
5

6

10

5

9

3
Ehe

5
Braut
Liebe
4
Menue
Deko Ringe
Fest Rosen
Gast Torte
Kuss
Wein

8

6
Blumen
Heirat
Herzen
Kerzen
Kirche
Kuchen

7
Freunde
Glocken
Kutsche
Pfarrer
Segnung
Trauung

12
Brautstrauss
Hochzeitstag

8
Familien
Fotograf
Romantik
Schleier

9
Elisabeth
Geschenke
Sebastian
Sektglass
Tradition
Trauzeuge
Verlobung

13
Flitterwochen
Hochzeitstanz
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10
Braeutigam
Luftballon
Standesamt
Trauspruch
11
Einladungen

14
Glueckwuensche
Hochzeitskleid

Impressum
Erscheinungsweise ........täglich, außer an Tagen, an denen Lisa und Sebastian nicht
heiraten
Verfasser .......................die Verfasser möchten aus Gründen der persönlichen
Sicherheit ungenannt bleiben
Druck .............................wird nicht ausgeübt
Nachdruck .....................Ist strengstens verboten
Verlag ............................wer die Zeitung verlegt, bekommt keine Neue
Auflage ..........................es ist von oben nach unten und von links nach rechts zu
lesen
Karikaturen ....................sind alle geklaut
Fotos .............................wurden von Detektiven geschossen, die das Brautpaar
schon seit Jahren beobachten
Anzeigen ........................wird uns hoffentlich niemand
Verantwortung ...............übernehmen wir auch nicht
Erscheinungsgebiet .......Ort der Hochzeitsfeier
Preis ..............................unbezahlbar
Vertrieb ..........................von uns wird keiner vertrieben
Reklamationen ...............sind schriftlich und in 5-facher Ausführung in den
Papierkorb zu werfen
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